and simplicity of construction.
be made up in any bamboo-growing
country at next to no cost because they are
constructed solely of bamboo wood and string.
Fig. 1 shows the trap in the released
position. C is the chamber, a short .length of
bamboo of from 3" to 4" diameter and about
11" to 16" in length. One end of the bamboo is
left open to form the entrance to the trap,
''
while the other is closed by the natural node
in
In
left
the
of the bamboo being
position.
trap illustrated, which is of fairly thick bamboo, the bottom is flattened down so that the

ingenuity
They can

"

"

"

1,
Fig. 1.

trap will stand by itself on the ground. In
another model the natural curve of the bamboo
is left and this trap has to be propped up
against some adjoining object when set.
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SIMPLE RAT-TRAP USED BY THE
SHAN VILLAGERS OF THE NORTHERN SHAN STATES, BURMA.
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specimens of rat-traps in use by Shan
of
villagers in the Northern Shan States
?Burma have been sent me by Major H. F. L.
Duckworth, i.m.d., Civil Surgeon and District
Health Officer, Northern Shan States. These
*raps are of great interest because of their
_

Two

B is the trap-door, made of a flat disc of
wood which drops down into a slot cut in the
upper part of the chamber. The slot is almost
\ inch wide and extends the full width of the
bamboo. The door fits loosely into it. On
each side of the door a shallow groove is cut
to take the string which operates the door
mechanism. This string passes
through a
small hole observable on the side of the
trap
chamber just below the slot. A similar hole
is present on the other side of the
trap. At
the top of the trap-door there is a small
loop
of string into which the thick end of the
pin
A is inserted when the trap is set. Whilst
this is the arrangement in the
trap illustrated,
another model which I have has a small hole
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drilled through the projecting upper end of
the trap-door to take the thick end of pin A.

E is the spring of the trap, made of

a Ibent
of bamboo wedged at one end into the
trap chamber and having the string operating
the trap-door passing over the other end. and
held in position by a small notch on either side.
The tension of the bent bamboo holds the door
tightly closed.

strip

bamboo peg which has two notches
it. This peg slips into a small round
hole in the top of the trap chamber. The
lower notch prevents the peg from slipping
out, while the thinner end of the pin A
engages in the upper notch when the trap is
"
set
in the
position.
D is

cut

a

on

"

tapering pin made from bamboo, atabout half an inch from its thicker
end, by means of a string, to the upper end
set
of the bamboo spring E. In the
position this pin stretches across, more or less
horizontally, from the loop at the top of the
trap-door to the upper notch of the peg D.
A is
tached

a

"

Fig.

"

2.

"

2 shows the trap in the "set
position,
and a comparison between the two figures will
make the mechanism of the trap clear. To
set the trap the spring E is pressed down and
the trap-door raised. Peg D is placed in position, so that the lower notch engages with the
edge of the hole in the top of the chamber.
Pin A is then placed carefully in position.
The trap-door is now held up by the pin A,

Fig.

[Juns,

1928.

while the lower end of the peg- D projects into
the interior of the chamber.
To bait the trap all that is required is to
drop a little rice or other bait into the chamber, so that it passes beyond the projecting'
lower end of the peg D. A rat on entering
the trap cannot get through to the bait without disturbing the lower end of peg D, which
dislodges the thinner end of pin A from the
upper notch on peg D, thus enabling the spring
li to straighten and slam the trap-door shut.
The writer is indebted to Major Duckworth
for presenting these interesting traps to the
Museum of The Harcourt Butler Institute of
Public Health. The traps have been tested in
the Institute and hav^ been found highly
efficient.
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